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Anthropological insights are not produced or constructed through reasoned discourse alone. Often they appear to be given in
“leaps of faith” as the anthropologist’s conceptual grasp upon the world is lost. To understand these peculiar moments, we adopt
the Kierkegaardian concept of religious faith, not as certitude in some transcendental principle, but as a deeply paradoxical
mode of knowing, whose paths bend and twist through glimpses of understanding, doubt, and existential resignation. Pointing
to the ways in which such revelatory and disruptive experiences have influenced the work of many anthropologists, we argue
that anthropology is not simply a social science, but also a theology of sorts, whose ultimate foundation might not simply be
reason but faith.
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What place, if any, does religious faith hold in anthro-
pological inquiry? Is the anthropological revelation of
life solely a human intellectual endeavor? Or is some-
thing more required—perhaps what we might call di-
vine intervention (Howland 2008: 27)?

Throughout the history of the discipline, various an-
thropologists have debated this question, sometimes ar-
riving at the conclusion that religious faith is indeed an-
tithetical to anthropology (see, e.g., Tylor [1871] 1958;
Frazer [1911] 1959; Fortes 1980). Yet recently a number
of scholars have suggested that anthropologists who are
themselves religious believers may in fact contribute in
significant ways to the study of religious faith and should
not simply be ignored as matter out of place (Howell
2007; Corduan 2013; Robbins 2015; Luhrmann 2016).
Moreover, several scholars (e.g., Cannell 2005; Larsen
2014) have illustrated how the history of anthropology—
conventionally conceived as a decidedly secular disci-
pline—in fact contradicts the standard narrative that
modern and secular thinking will displace religious belief.

Here we wish to take this line of argument a step fur-
ther. Our claim is that anthropological insight cannot
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be achieved through reasoned discourse alone. Some-
times a qualitative shift in perspective is required by
which the fieldworker is forced to embrace what other-
wise appears to be logically impossible or absurd. In this
article we focus specifically on the impact of such dis-
ruptive experiences for anthropologists who are engaged
in the study of religious, spiritual, or magical practices,
but we suggest that such experiences may be equally im-
portant to anthropologists who study other facets of
human life that are not explicitly religious. Religious
traditions offer a language through which to deal with
such shifts in perspective, and in this article we propose
they might best be described as “leaps of faith.” In this,
we call for a turn toward “methodological faith,” as op-
posed to the conventional doctrine of “methodological
atheism” (Berger 1967: 106, 182), which holds that an-
thropologists are obliged not to take apparently absurd
religious experiences at face value (Gell 1999: 160–61).

Paradoxically, some recent attempts to take religios-
ity seriously, especially by anthropologists who sub-
scribe to the so-called “ontological turn,” have largely
been hostile to notions such as belief or faith, which
are conceived of as Western, monotheistic, hegemonic
concepts that have no place in the study of other ontol-
i.org/10.1086/698407
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ogies (Viveiros des Castro 2011; see also Tambiah 1990;
Asad 2003; Bubandt 2014 for similar criticisms). By
contrast, we suggest that rather than an obstacle to an-
thropological knowledge, faith could in fact be a pre-
requisite for it.

In proposing this argument, we adopt the Kierke-
gaardian understanding of religious faith: not as certi-
tude in some transcendental principle, but as a deeply
insecure, paradoxical state of being. Søren Kierkegaard
([1843] 2005; see also Tomlinson 2014) claimed that
the sacrifice in faith of any rationality, perceptual grasp,
or even basic ethics was crucial in order to embrace the
paradoxes of human existence. Critically engaging with
Kierkegaard’s insights, we suggest that the problem in
anthropology is not that we have too much faith, but
perhaps that we have too little.

The ambiguous place of faith in the
anthropology of religion

The ongoing debate over the role of faith among anthro-
pologists runs parallel to the larger public discussion of
whether or not God exists. The so-called “God question”
has produced what popular media have labeled a “war”
between science and religion (Barbour 2013). At one ex-
treme stands an atheistic movement endorsed by com-
mitted philosophers (see Antony 2007), evolutionary
biologists (Dawkins 2006), and physicists (Hawking in
Lennox 2011), who claim that a devotion to logical reason
always also implies atheism. Accordingly, there is no role
for a divinity of any kind to play its part when it comes to
uncovering the secrets of life (McGhee 2009: xviii).

Facing them are so-called “religious fundamentalists,”
such as conservative Christians in the United States (see,
e.g., Shaunfield 2013) and the Harun Yahya movement
in Turkey (Riexinger 2008), who claim that life is intelli-
gently predesigned by God, as narrated in the Bible or
the Qur’an. The new atheists accuse people of faith of
fundamentalism and stupidity; the religious conserva-
tives claim that the evolutionary tale is false and lacking
any solid evidence (McGhee 2009; Blanes andOustinova-
Stjepanovic 2015: 12). The malevolent tone of this po-
lemical dispute has made it difficult to conceive of any
meeting point, coexistence, or even codependency of
reason and faith. As Talal Asad (2003) points out, how-
ever, religion as we have come to understand it today
cannot fully be conceived without “secular science” as its
defining counterpoint. In a similar vein, we may ask
whether science can be understood without religion; and
more fundamentally, whether faith, rather than being
the opposite of reason, is reason’s ultimate source and
endpoint.

In the history of our discipline, arguments for and
against the existence of the divine were at the forefront
of anthropological inquiry. It is well known that E. B.
Tylor ([1871] 1958) and James Frazer (1959 [1911])
considered religious faith to be some form of “illusion”
and that they forged their theories about animism,magic,
and totemism based on this hypothesis. In fact, Tylor was
not just an ordinary unbeliever, but a “militant atheist,”
who, as E. E. Evans-Pritchard (1965: 15) wrote, “sought,
and found, in primitive religion a weapon which could be
used with deadly effect against Christianity.” These early
anthropologists, therefore, located themselves on the side
of scientific fundamentalism (Willerslev 2013; Larsen
2014: 3ff.).

In recent decades, anthropologists have become
more sympathetic toward the religious beliefs of the
people they study. Nevertheless, the discipline still con-
tinues to be largely situated in what sociologist Peter Ber-
ger (1967) denoted as “methodological atheism” (Gell
1999: 160; see Porpora 2006 for a critique). Meyer Fortes
encapsulatedwhat this entails in the preface to an anthol-
ogy on “sacrifice,” containing papers from both anthro-
pologists and theologians, whenhe contrasted the twodis-
ciplines:
Being in part actors in their own religious systems, theo-
logians must believe, whereas anthropologists . . . cannot
but be agnostic if they want to achieve objectivity . . . and
objectivity, in the sense of analysis and description that
are accepted as valid by reason . . . is, surely, a sine qua
non for all anthropological scholarship. (1980: vi–vii,
emphasis in the original)

Objectivity here implies that anthropologists should
study religion as offshoots of various social dynamic
structures, power relations, hierarchy, and so on—all
in line with Durkheim’s ([1912] 1995) sociology of reli-
gion. The result, as Gell (1999: 160) pointed out, is that
“religion becomes a property of the relations between
various elements in the social system, derivable, not
from the condition that genuine religious truths exists,
but solely from the condition that societies exist” (see
also Porpora 2006: 65; Willerslev 2014: 8).

According to this conception, religious discourse is
through-and-through symbolic. Any talk about the di-
vine should simply be understood as an oblique way of
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referring to social life. As a result, anthropology and the-
ology emerged as two antithetical orientations (Lambek
2012; Robbins 2013: 336; see also Lemons 2016: 142;
Scott 2013: 859; and Bialecki, in press, for a discussion):
one concerned with religion as symbolic; the other with
religion as the genuine existence of divine forces. One
seeks to reduce religious faith to sociological knowledge;
the other keeps faith alive. One rests on the assumption
that reason is by itself sufficient for achieving knowledge
about life; the other, accepting the reality of faith, em-
braces divine revelation (Bourdillon 1980: 4–5; Fortes
1980: x; Willerslev 2014: 8).

Attempts at taking religiosity seriously

While many anthropologists have committed them-
selves to the principles of methodological atheism, the
dichotomy between reason and faith has been brought
into question. Talal Asad (2003: 23, 55) launched an at-
tack on religious studies as a field obsessed with notions
of belief and faith, notions that in his view should be
understood as “secular” techniques, which attained their
current importance in the modernist attempt to sepa-
rate the spiritual from the realm of reason. Similarly,
Stanley Tambiah (1990: 4ff.) described how religion
was originally “something one felt and did” rather than
an option one could choose to believe in (see also Pouil-
lon [1979] 2016). Both Asad and Tambiah link the
separation of faith from reason to the Protestant Refor-
mation and the European period of Enlightenment, after
which religion as an institution gradually became objec-
tified as a system of ideas with particular histories that
could be the object of scientific scrutiny.

While Asad and Tambiah successfully deconstruct the
dichotomous antithesis between religion and science, Joel
Robbins (2006) has recently taken the discussion a step
further by considering the cross-pollinating potential of
theology and anthropology. Robbins points in particular
to theology’s ability to effectively deploy an idea of radical
otherness that present-day anthropology has largely lost
because, like the rest of the social sciences, it perceives
the world in terms of a set model of univocal sameness.
Robbins argues that anthropology should take on the
challenge set by theology of finding radical otherness at
the heart of its endeavor, but should do so without adopt-
ing the Christianmythos that underlies theology (292; see
also Robbins 2013: 329; Fountain and Lau 2013).

Robbins’ call for a theological approach to anthro-
pology is reminiscent of Evans-Pritchard, who in his
later years refined his views on magic and religion as he
became concerned with mysticism and the transcenden-
tal principles shared by Hinduism, Buddhism, and the
Abrahamic religions (Barnes 1987; Larsen 2014). Eventu-
ally Evans-Pritchard (1965, 1970) came to the conclusion
that religious experience is best understood by acknowl-
edging the presence of the divine and the validity of reli-
gion in a given culture (Luhrmann 2016: 147).

We wish to take the radical potential of Evans-
Pritchard’s and Robbins’ arguments to a more funda-
mental level of analysis by considering the theological
other not simply as ethnographic data—that is, as a key
signifier of particular religious groups who produced it—
but, in taking the divine seriously, as a genuine force at
the core of our discipline.

In so doing, we also take our inspiration from some of
the insights of the ontological turn (Henare, Holbraad,
andWastell 2007; M. A. Pedersen 2011; Viveiros de Cas-
tro 2011;Holbraad 2012; Scott 2013), which has advocated
taking indigenous cosmologies seriously as the quintes-
sential anthropological move. According to Michael
Scott (2013: 895), the anthropology of ontology is in fact
a “religious science,” an “anthropology of religion as re-
ligion—a new kind of religious study of religion” in that
it is both “an investigative response to wonder and the
ethnographic engendering of limitless new wonders”
(860; see also da Col 2013: x).

For Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (2011), anthropology
should take indigenous cosmologies seriously, not as a
politically correct gesture of respecting other cultures,
but in order to challenge our own ways of thinking. Tak-
ing others seriously is thus a thought-provoking exercise
which can potentially reveal new insights into the mys-
teries of life—revelations that Viveiros de Castro (128)
terms a “decolonization of thought.”

Nevertheless, there seems to be a clear limit towhat the
ontologists are ready to take seriously (Candea 2011: 147;
Astuti 2017; Schielke, n.d.). According toViveiros deCas-
tro (2011: 133), “almost all of the things that we must not
take seriously are near to or inside of us.”What cannot be
taken seriously includes the very idea of religious “belief”
(133). For Viveiros de Castro (143–44), belief is a part of
the world of the “Nazis” and the “Western liberal intellec-
tuals,” who subscribe to what he calls “suprasensible ab-
solutism”—a dogma which, not unlike Evans-Pritchard’s
(1976) notion of a closed system of belief, holds that
“even if it is false, it is true.”

Hence, despite recent attempts by the ontological
turn to take religious life seriously, it is clear that only
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some forms of religiosity are deemed as worthy. When
it comes to religious belief or faith, many contemporary
anthropologists stand guard around the professional
dogma of “methodological atheism.”

Has this dogma blinded us to the nature of faith and
the role it plays in anthropological inquiry?What in fact
is the relationship between faith, doubt, and critical
scholarship? How might we characterize those precari-
ous moments that enable a “decolonization of thought,”
if not as a matter of both faith and doubt?

Here we attempt to come to terms with the disruptive
and transformative moments that often significantly in-
fluence thework of anthropologists.We do so by invoking
Kierkegaard’s “leap of faith,” which involves the accep-
tance of experiences that we cannot hope to understand.
We apply Kierkegaard’s theological concept as a way to
address these experiences that we feel are difficult to
conceptualize with the vocabulary of our own discipline.
The divine here is the origin of thought, and yet the un-
thought of thought (Kierkegaard [1846] 1992). It is, as
Robbins (2006) also points out, a form of enigmatic oth-
erness that stirs our passion for thinking and knowing,
yet which lies always beyond our conceptual grasp. As
anthropologists, we may attempt to analyze and explain
the divine, but here we suggest that in many cases it
seems to be the inexplicable nature of the divine that ul-
timately directs our analysis.
Disruptive moments of faith

Anthropology is rich in accounts of how the anthropol-
ogist enters the field with insufficient knowledge and
becomes witness to mysterious events that cannot be
comprehended. Eventually, however, the anthropolo-
gist is saved by native others, who provide a path out of
ignorance and into the light of native worldviews. Subse-
quently, what previously appeared strange and exotic can
be explained through revisions of anthropological theory.
This rite de passage is essentially an Enlightenment tale
that often constitutes our discipline’s source of authority
(see Hastrup 1992: 117–18).

But while anthropologists are well trained in analyti-
cally taming the mysteries encountered in the field, such
encounters may nevertheless continue to haunt them. In
his seminal study among the Azande, Evans-Pritchard
([1937] 1976: 18) found it pertinent to denounce the re-
ality of witchcraft: “Witches, as the Azande conceive
them, clearly cannot exist.” Nevertheless he also found
it necessary to testify to strange experiences of mystical
lights outside his hut at night, and to describe the way
he regulated himself according to the oracles’ decisions,
and how he needed at all times to keep poison in his
hut (see also Engelke 2002; Viveiros de Castro 2011).

As Timothy Larsen (2014: 111) shows, Azande witch-
craft and Nuer religion challenged Evans-Pritchard with
unresolvable puzzles about the nature of reality. Even at
a later age he continued to revise his views on these cos-
mologies. While his early work demonstrated how ap-
parently irrational beliefs could make sense and be per-
fectly rational within their own cultural confines, he
later recognized the risk of ascribing tomagic and religion
the particular rationalities of modern science (see also
Winch 1964). Speculating aboutwhy, in somany religious
traditions, the world is both God and that which hides us
fromGod, he asked: “If all this seems to you andme to be
a maze of enigmas, paradoxes, contradictions and delu-
sions it could be that we are unenlightened, that we have
not sensed the unity of all things” (Evans-Pritchard 1970:
109).

Evans-Pritchard encountered paradoxes that did not
belong to one ontology or the other; neither to him nor
to the so-called “natives.” These paradoxes apparently
shaped his faith and his quest for knowledge. As he rec-
ognized, faith is not to be conceived of as blind belief
without doubt or critical thought (see also Pelkmans
2013: 6; Tomlinson 2014: 172; Luhrmann 2016: 148).
Rather, his faith appeared to develop as a response to
the wonders that continued to drive and create puzzles
for his thinking.

Let us try to substantiate this claim that anthropo-
logical scholarship might be significantly shaped through
leaps of faith by considering two experiences from our
own fieldwork: the first among indigenous Yukaghir hun-
ters in Siberia (Willerslev 2012), the second among Mus-
lim patients possessed by jinn spirits in Denmark (Suhr
2013).

A dream in the Siberian taiga
During Rane Willerslev’s study in the Siberian taiga, he
lived for months with the young hunter Ivan in a re-
mote log cabin. The forest proved empty of prey, and
consequently the two experienced starvation. In the
face of hunger, something happened during Willerslev’s
nightly dreams:

That night, eerie visions float before my eyes. I am
wandering through a dark coniferous forest, much like
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the one around us, and arrive at a small, wretched cabin
that looks roughly like our own. There is a woman
standing in there, whom I can only just make out in
the light from the window. Her long black hair falls
like wet drapery down over her naked body. She stands
completely motionless, pointing at the bunk, where a
child is lying swaddled in animal hide. A thin streak
of blood seeps from one of the child’s eyes. Horrified,
I turn my face toward the woman, who takes my hand
smilingly and places it on her breast. I feel fatty milk
streaming out between my fingers. She presses me
tightly against her, greedily pressing her body against
mine, smiling all the while. Warmth radiates from
her body, and I feel her breath blowing right in my
face. Desire courses through me in the form of raven-
ous hunger. I must penetrate her breast with my
mouth, and I topple her over onto the floor, throw
myself on top of her, and eagerly suck in the warm,
creamy milk. When I get up, she lies lifeless on the
floor. Her eyes stare at me, dry and protruding like
horns, and not a muscle moves in her face. She is dead.
The hunger is still gnawing at my chest, and I start rip-
ping the bloody meat off her bones, eating it more and
more greedily. I swallow large chunks without chew-
ing. Completely gorged, I stand up and wipe the blood
off my mouth with my shirtsleeve. I look down at the
half-eaten human cadaver, and now the shame wells
up in me, glowing and brutal. (Willerslev 2012: 94–95)

Waking up, Willerslev had no clear idea what the
dream meant, but decided to pull himself together
and went hunting. He finally succeeded in shooting a
cow moose and its calf. From the cow’s udder flowed
rich, creamy milk, which he drank. He recognized the
resemblance to the previous night’s dream. Willerslev
and Ivan were saved physically, but spiritually the an-
thropologist was pushed into a state of bewilderment.
Why had the woman and child shown up in his dream?
Was he hallucinating because of hunger, or were they
real? If so, why were they sacrificing themselves for
him so that he and Ivan could live?

Willerslev could not make sense of his experience.
He turned to his informant for help, in the hope that
“native rationality”might provide an explanation. Ivan
simply replied: “I don’t know why, but that’s the way it
is.” Ivan turned out to be as ignorant as Willerslev
when it came to explaining the coincidence of events.
When Willerslev continued to pester his companion
with possible explanations, Ivan finally closed the con-
versation: “One needs to let go of proof, since there is
none.”
While various traditions of dream interpretation
might have suggested different explanations of the
dream, for Willerslev it was a confrontation with an in-
explicable “paradox” that he could only embrace with a
leap of faith (Kierkegaard [1844] 1985: 37; Tomlinson
2014). Willerslev’s world turned along a new axis of
ambiguity and wonder. As he wrote in his fieldnotes:

I feel how the foundation of my values has been kicked
out from under me. Despite my rationalistic and sober-
minded ideals, deep in my soul I have been . . . a fool.
(Willerslev 2012: 177)
Jinn spirits and madness in Denmark
Christian Suhr’s (2013) study of Muslim patients in
Denmark undergoing treatment for jinn possession re-
sulted in a similar fundamental sense of not-knowing
and being at a loss to form a judgment. The collapse
of what Suhr had thought to be the proper causes
and effects of possession intensified as he himself started
to hear the manipulative whispers of jinn and had to
protect himself.

With all my weight I try to keep Feisal’s hand down.
More than twenty-six jinn have been hiding in his
body. Now the jinn, Amir, has gone into Feisal again.
Amir tries to protect himself by making the sign of the
cross with his hand against the verses of the Qur’an be-
ing recited by the exorcist. I force Feisal’s hand down
to the floor, but he is strong. When Feisal still lived in
Bosnia hewas a karatemaster. The exorcist reads louder.
Feisal’s feet shake wildly, his fingers stretched out in
shifting gestures and signs, the head rolling from side
to side, and his eyes staring wildly at the ceiling. The
muscles in his belly and legs contract in odd ways as
if being beaten from the inside. The whole thing has
been going on for around half an hour. When the ex-
orcist first started to recite the Qur’an, a Bosnian jinn
appeared, but when it finally gave up and left the body,
it was immediately replaced by Amir. Amir speaks
Arabic in a deep guttural voice. This has happened at
previous exorcisms as well, but it continues to shock
me, because Feisal does not speak Arabic. The secular
rational analyst in me immediately starts to produce pos-
sible explanations: this is something Feisal has learned;
he has watched it on YouTube and now performs it for
us; he is unconsciously faking this possession to attract
attention to his suffering; or, as I once heard, certain
states of consciousness may in fact open up to passive
languages hidden deep within our brains. At the same
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time my mind spins with suspicion, I keep reciting
a supplication from the Qur’an for protection. My
body shakes when Amir looks at me through Feisal’s
eyes. I know I must not fear the jinn. When people
start to fear, they get caught. Feisal returns to con-
sciousness. The spasms continue but at a slower pace.
Previously he’d told me he wasn’t sure whether his
possession was caused by black magic or if it was a
deception caused by his own mind. “I don’t know
what happens to me,” he says, “subhạ̄n Allah, this is
the will of God.”

Faith in God for Feisal became possible as he moved
through continued states of resignation and gave up
seeking an explanation for why he had become a victim
of possession, and even whether the many spirits occu-
pying his body were in fact a construction of his own
imagination. For Feisal, healing resulted from his un-
conditional submission to the unknowable will of God
(see Suhr 2013, 2015). Suhr’s fieldwork realigned itself
around the lack of certainty and knowledge that was also
a fundamental and defining part of Feisal’s encounter
with jinn and madness. Forced as he was to accept the
impossibility of understanding the power of God in heal-
ing, Suhr could come to share the faith of his interlocu-
tors—a faith that, as Kierkegaard describes, “cannot be
proved, demonstrated, comprehended, for the link
which makes a linking together possible is missing, and
what else does this say than that it is a paradox” (Kierke-
gaard in Ferreira 1998: 228).
The fear of going native

Jean Pouillon ([1979] 2016, 485) points out how the ex-
pression “I believe” ( je crois) in French as well as in En-
glish and other European languages paradoxically ex-
presses both doubt and assurance. To explicitly state
that “I believe” affirms the existence of something,
but also indicates that it might be possible to doubt it
(see also Lindquist and Coleman 2008: 6). Pouillon
([1979] 2016: 491) argues that this ambiguity, the
doubt at the heart of the conviction, is a peculiar char-
acteristic of religions such as Christianity and Islam
that are based on the revelation of a supernatural world
of spiritual powers. By contrast, Pouillon studied the
Dangaleat in Chad, who, he argues, do not conceive
of the presence of invisiblemargaï spirits as a supernat-
ural force. Hence the Dangaleat have “no more need to
believe in [croire à] the margaï than to believe that if
you throw a stone it will fall” (490).

Like Asad and Tambiah, Pouillon warns against mak-
ing quick assumptions about the universality ofWestern
ideas about religious belief by distinguishing between
those religious traditions founded on the revelation of
a supernatural world and those that are not. Pointing
out how the concepts drawn by anthropologists from
their own culture often do not match the ideas and ac-
tions they are used to interpret, Malcolm Ruel (1982:
22) concludes in a similar line of argument that there
is “little evidence that there is anything equivalent to
Christian Belief in other world religions” (see also Need-
ham 1972: 188). While we certainly should not assume
that the same experiences of religious belief are shared
across religious and cultural divides, we should also be
skeptical about assuming that other people’s religious ex-
perience are necessarily and inherently different (see also
Grottanelli 1994; Lindquist and Coleman 2008; Bandak
and Boylston 2014).

In both Ruel’s and Pouillon’s work, “belief,” in the
sense of “putting one’s faith in” or “trusting” in mo-
ments where doubt could also be a possibility, is indeed
identified across the different religious traditions they
describe. Pouillon ([1979] 2016: 491) examines the dif-
ferent words used by the Dangaleat to describe how
“one takes aim within uncertainty. One can only esti-
mate what each margaï desires . . . one serves the
margaï, one trusts in them . . . one knows from expe-
rience that they exist, and one tries to guess their inten-
tions.”While the word “belief ”may be used to assert one’s
convictions or acceptance of something—as when tes-
tifying to one’s belief in the resurrection of Jesus as a
historical fact—Ruel (1982: 11–12) examines how the
English word originally derives from the Greek word
pistis, which was used to express trust, faith, or confi-
dence in other people or in the gods. This is the kind
of faith with which Kierkegaard was also concerned:
the challenge of putting confidence in, trusting, and
having faith in the face of uncertainty and doubt.

In our fieldwork with Siberian hunters and Muslim
exorcists, existential doubt was not simply something
that overtook us in the field; it also seemed a funda-
mental part of our interlocutors’ experiences, and we
are by no means the only anthropologists to have
shared such unsettling experiences of doubt and faith
with our interlocutors (see, e.g., Stoller 1984; Harding
1987; Mitchell 1997; Luhrmann 2012; Fountain and Lau
2013; Pelkmans 2013; Larsen 2014).
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Amira Mittermaier had a similar revelation when
studying a community of Sufi dreamers in Cairo. The
disruptive and decentering effects of her own dreams
during fieldwork forced her to consider the possibility
that her research project and her field encounters were
not simply a result of her own planning or mere chance,
but might be better “understood in relation to divinely
ordained fate, orders that are not easily perceived by
the humanmind, the guidance of a ‘hidden hand’” (Mit-
termaier 2012: 261). Here too, faith in God is suggested
as a possible response to that which lies beyond human
explanation.

Recently Nils Bubandt has described something sim-
ilar in his encounter with witchcraft in Bulo, Indonesia.
He recalls his experience of hearing the sound of a dog
chewing on a bone coming from the roof of his house:
“This was impossible. Dogs cannot climb vertical slopes.
Besides, the house had a sago-leaf roof, and a dog would
fall straight through it, even if it managed to climb up
there” (Bubandt 2014: x). Was this an instance of witch-
craft? When Bubandt appealed to his informants for an
explanation, it turned out that they had no secure knowl-
edge of what witchcraft is. This insight led Bubandt to
consider witchcraft in a new light: rather than witchcraft
providing an explanation, here it marks the limit of ex-
planation. Witchcraft is fundamentally infused with ex-
istential doubt: basically no one—not even the witches—
knows what witchcraft is (Bubandt 2014: 55; 2016: 519;
see also Favret-Saada 1980: 15ff.). Bubandt uses this cru-
cial insight to propose a theoretical argument in which
doubt appears to replace belief. But as Webb Keane
(2016: 507) points out, Bubandt’s ethnography reveals
in a more nuanced way how in fact various degrees of
doubt operate simultaneously with various degrees of
belief: “half beliefs, occasional beliefs, confused beliefs,
contradictory beliefs, fingers-crossed beliefs.”

This continuous condition of wondering, doubting,
attempting to believe but without achieving any defi-
nite answers we also find in an intriguing passage from
the travelogue of the famous Danish polar explorer
Knud Rasmussen (1925: 330ff.; K. Pedersen 2014). Over
several evenings, Rasmussen discussed taboos with the
Inuit shaman Aua, but without discovering anything
more than a long list of taboo items. Whenever Ras-
mussen asked the question why?, Aua gave no answer.
Finally Aua stood and dragged Rasmussen outside the
dwelling. He pointed to a series of concrete instances
of suffering: a starving child, a sick woman, tired and
empty-handed hunters returning to camp. In each case,
Aua challenged Rasmussen to answer the rhetorical
question: Why all this undeserved suffering? Rasmus-
sen, like his Inuit host, was unable to give a meaningful
answer. Then Aua said: “You see. Even you cannot give
any reasons when we ask you why life is as it is. And
that’s the way it has to be. All our customs come from
life and go to life; we explain nothing.”

Whatwould itmean to take such statements seriously?
There has been much debate around the risk of field-
workers becoming entirely consumed by the cultural
and religious beliefs of their informants—a supposedly
dreadful situation, in which the anthropologist loses her
or his sense of scholarly distance and “goes native.” This
seems to us a decidedly misplaced fear. Not even the
informants of anthropologists conform to such fetish-
ized constructions of the “native.” Nevertheless, a few
anthropologists have argued that in fact we do need to
go native in order to truly grasp what our informants
are telling us.

Edith Turner (1992: 148–49) provides us with an el-
oquent example of this when she reports seeing a real
spirit emerge from her informant’s back during field-
work in Zambia:
I saw with my own eyes a large thing emerging out of
the flesh of her back. It was a big gray sphere—a sort of
plasm—about six inches across, dark and opaque. I
was amazed—delighted. I still laugh with the glee at
the realization of having seen it, the Ihamba spirit,
and so big!

For Turner the question is not the objective existence
of these spirits. If we cannot see them, she argues, it is
simply because we do not dare to see them, a kind of
positivist denial fueled by our academic anxieties about
going native (Turner 1993: 9, see also Stoller 1984: 93;
Mittermaier 2011: 89). In her view, “going native” is
the only proper response to “ecstatic” experiences such
as the one described above:
In ordinary life anywhere, the same thing crops up—
among Baptists, rabbis, in the streets of Calcutta, in
Lhasa, Tibet, and in the midst of a Sufi prayer meeting.
According to the angry old guard of anthropology—
which is still here—they’re all supposed to be wrong;
you should ignore their experience, which never hap-
pened anyway. . . . There are spirits, and we have no
business contradicting so many good people around
the world. (Turner 2006: 44–46)
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On this matter, Viveiros de Castro (2011) appears to be
in line with Turner. With regard to the visionary expe-
riences of the indigenous Amazonians, he states: “An-
thropologists must allow that ‘visions’ are not beliefs,
not consensual views, but rather worlds seen objec-
tively: not worldviews, but worlds of vision” (Viveiros
de Castro 2011: 133).

While we admire the passion with which Turner and
Viveiros de Castro have embraced the task of taking in-
digenous cosmologies seriously, other ethnographic ac-
counts suggest that doubt is often an intractable part of
the ways many people experience, interact with, and
believe in so-called “spiritual” phenomena (see, e.g.,
Bloch 2013; A. E. Rasmussen 2016). The Siberian hunt-
ers, for example, are by no means naïve animists in the
sense that they faithfully believe everything their myths
and dreams tell them about the existence of spirits
(Willerslev 2013). Likewise for the Muslim patients and
exorcists who constantly call the truth value of their diag-
noses and means of healing into question (Suhr 2013,
2015).

To simply state that there are spirits, that God exists, or
that extraordinary “visions” are not beliefs but “worlds of
vision,” is not very different fromdenying that such things
exist (see also Larsen 2014: 205–6). Both of these appar-
ently contradictory statements share the assumption that
the mysteries of life can in fact be intellectually grasped.
This rational undercurrent is built into much of the so-
called “anthropology of ontology.” As Scott points out:
[The anthropology of ontology] could be read, in fact,
as suggesting that anthropology is a special vocation to
aporia, almost a quest for aporia as the sign that one
has encountered alterity at the limits of one’s concep-
tual resources. Once induced, however, the aporia of
alterity should be resolved by allowing its impact to
help us generate new concepts rather than by applying
inadequate concepts that can only represent others as
afflicted by “an epistemic teratology—error, illusion,
madness, ideology.” (Scott 2013: 865)
In this “openness” toward new conceptual thinking,
Scott locates a religious gesture. However, in our view,
something is lost in this insistence on resolving alterity
through the creation of alternative rationalities, rather
than embracing alterity as such. This is exactly what
makes the ontological turn depart from uncertainties
integral to many experiences of religious faith. While
much debate within the ontological turn has concerned
itself with anthropology’s capacity to apply alien con-
cepts to conjure and create entirely new worlds of con-
ceptual thought, what strikes us is the uniformity of the
logic with which so-called “multiontological” analysis
is often forged (see also Candea 2011: 149).

The unsettling stories of anthropologists’ encounters
with inexplicable phenomena of a religious nature re-
veal something other than the anthropological axiom
of taking up the native’s point of view, as the viewpoints
of the so-called “natives” are often equally empty of ex-
planation. The fact that no answers are given may not
simply be a matter of asking the wrong questions. Per-
haps there are certain questions that cannot be answered
because they deal with paradoxes which lie beyond rea-
son, outside the limits of rational thinking; paradoxes
that produce a type of existential uncertainty that be-
longs neither to oneself nor to the ethnographic other,
but entirely subsumes them both. For Kierkegaard,
the dismantling of our certainties through the encoun-
ter with such paradoxes “that understanding cannot an-
swer” is an integral and indispensable part of faith (How-
land 2008: 103). Regardless of whether anthropologists
share the same paradoxes as their informants, it appears
to us that the leaps of faith provoked in the encounter
with such paradoxes are crucial to the waymany anthro-
pological insights emerge. How are such leaps of faith
useful to the project of anthropology?
Socratic living and anthropology

Before we can answer this question, a slight detour into
the history of philosophy is called for, one that serves to
question the canonical opposition between reason and
faith. Who better to bring into the discussion than Soc-
rates, “the hypertrophy of the logical faculty” (Nietz-
sche [1889] 2004: 475)? A number of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century philosophers, including Friedrich
Nietzsche (11–14) and Martin Heidegger (see Dostal
1985), have painted authoritative images of Socrates’
quest for knowledge as initiating the triumph of reason,
the ultimate results of which can today be seen in the
unlimited ambition of the natural sciences to uncover
the mysteries of life through rationalistic causal expla-
nations. However, as Jacob Howland (2008) points out
in his book on Kierkegaard and Socrates, Kierkegaard
discerned in Socrates’ speeches and deeds a very differ-
ent kind of thinker. Far from being an arrogant advo-
cate of reason, Kierkegaard’s Socrates realized the lim-
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its of reason to the point where he opened himself up to
religious faith.

In Socrates’ philosophy, “ignorance” is central. When
the oracle in Delphi announced that “No one is wiser
than Socrates,” he interpreted this to mean his acknowl-
edgment that “I know that I know nothing.”Kierkegaard
pointed out that this stance of ignorance is true only be-
cause Socrates was true to it by living it: “Theory and
practice in [Socrates] were in harmony” (Kierkegaard
in Howland 2008: 15). In other words, to be a Socratic
thinker is not to produce abstract philosophical doc-
trines, but to live them. Socratic thinking, therefore, is
not a theoretical doctrine, but a practical one.

This reverberates with the anthropological call for
lived fieldwork: “The anthropologist must get out of his
comfortable position in the long chair and live it,”Mali-
nowski (1926: 126) declared: “Only by living a way of life
can he get . . . [an] account of it without falsification”
(Jarvie [1964] 1984: 3). In other words, anthropological
analysis rests on the anthropologist’s willingness to live
ethnographically. This personal commitment to existen-
tial transformation of the self is as essential to the anthro-
pological project as it was to Socrates.

The analogy between Socratic living and ethnographic
fieldwork can be taken a step further. Socrates saw him-
self as “nothing more than a midwife of thoughts [who]
had no learning to offer” (Howland 2008: 40). He spent
his time hanging out with his interlocutors in the agora
and engaged with them in dialogue. Likewise with an-
thropologists, who go out into the field and mingle with
people, not to call to mind what they already know or to
fill their informants’ minds with their own knowledge,
but to understand another way of life by letting them-
selves be taken in by it to a point at which their existence
may well be transformed by it. The 1980s “writing cul-
ture debate” brought attention to this crucial aspect of
ethnographic practice (Clifford and Marcus 1986). The
“ethnographer’s magic,” as Kirsten Hastrup (1992: 118)
pointed out, “is part of the plot; her achievement is not
‘pure production’ ex nihilo. . . . There is no way of elim-
inating our consciousness from our activities in the field;
it is part of reality” (see also Hastrup and Hervik 2013).

This must also be what Viveiros de Castro (2011: 128)
means to suggest when he talks about the anthropological
endeavor as a “decolonization of thought.” Anthropology
is fundamentally a confrontation with alterity, and one
that pushes our thinking to the very limits of its concep-
tual reserves. Holbraad (2012: 251) aptly uses the Socratic
term “aporia,”which signifies the feeling of being at a loss
that ariseswhen our thinking confronts apparently absurd
paradoxes. However, taking this insight seriously would
demand we accept the paradox, rather than attempt to re-
solve it through multiontological explanations.

What is the underlying drive of the engagement with
alterity, this search for new wisdom that necessitates
self-transformation? According to Kierkegaard’s Socra-
tes, it is situated in passion, in eros. Socratic thinking is
not merely an intellectual exercise, but a passionate ac-
tivity: “Driven by eros, and with an eye toward a truth
that is always beyond his grasp, he [Socrates] lives in di-
alogue with others and in engagement with the life of
his community” (Howland 2008: 77). Amore apt depic-
tion of the ethnographic endeavor is hard to find. But
how are we to understand the nature of eros, the very
force behind the quest for wisdom? For Socrates—
and this is a key point—eros is not reducible to human
desire alone, but has both human and divine origins. “It
is a daimonic or intermediate passion that binds the hu-
man with the divine and the self with that which tran-
scends it” (59). The eros of Kierkegaard’s Socrates, there-
fore, is inseparable from that which is divine, and so
the quest for wisdom involves not only reason but also
faith.
Divine revelation and anthropological
knowledge

Kierkegaard’s Socrates comes to realize that knowledge
about life is ultimately rooted in divinity; so, to em-
brace the source of knowledge, he has to take a leap
of faith. In anthropology we find an equivalent figure
in Claude Lévi-Strauss, who, like Socrates, believed in
the power of rationality, but also came to acknowledge
that the source of his thinking relied upon an imper-
sonal, extrahuman force. Recounting the production
of his massive corpus of text, the so-called “father of
structuralism” denied that his authorship could be at-
tributed to his own ability to perceive, master, and
bring order to the material collected in the field. In-
stead he saw his thinking as the operation of myth by
myth, or a kind of “myth of myths.”

It is hard for me to perceive myself as a person, as an “I.”
I am a site where certain things happen in a transitory
manner. Thought is like water passing through a sieve
that completely escapes me. I can’t recuperate memories
of my past . . . the ethnologist in his office trying to be a
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place where foreign thoughts develop . . . this infirmity
of my nature makes me almost a passive place since I
don’t control what happens, almost a passive site of phe-
nomena that don’t belong to my own existence, to my
own history, or my social milieu. (Lévi-Strauss inMarcus
2013: 302)

What Lévi-Strauss ([1964] 1983: 12) came to realize
was “not how men think in myths, but how myths op-
erate in men’s minds without their being aware of the
fact.” Indeed, he argued that “perhaps [it would] be
better to go still further and, disregarding the thinking
subject completely, proceed as if the thinking process
were taking place in the myths, in their reflection upon
themselves and their interrelation” (12).

For modern, secular, free-thinking anthropologists,
Lévi-Strauss’ denial of authorship might seem ethically
dubious, even irresponsible. While Lévi-Strauss never
surrendered himself to religious faith, Stanley Diamond
(1974: 315) writes that “Lévi-Strauss emerges as a type
of religious and philosophical thinker, a theologian in
spite of himself.” The transformative experience de-
scribed by Lévi-Strauss is rooted in eros, in the passion
for knowledge, in the capacity to be moved by some-
thing beyond oneself as thinking reaches its limit. At
this moment of embracing the paradox, the thinker is
forced to leave any rationality behind and simply “let
go” (Kierkegaard [1844] 1985: 42–43). Socrates—and
Lévi-Strauss, we would add—achieved this by rigorously
cultivating the passion for knowledge up to the point
where he was “forced . . . to admit the intractablemystery
to which eros opens him up . . . a path to faith . . . in
which one’s own agency becomes indistinguishable from
action on the part of the divine” (Howland 2008: 5).

This view entails a distinctly different take on knowl-
edge. Rather than conceiving of anthropological knowl-
edge as merely produced or constructed, we propose,
with Socrates and Lévi-Strauss, that it also involves a
kind of revelation over which we have little to no power.
Paraphrasing the philosopher Gilles Deleuze in his brief
reflection on the Kierkegaardian paradox of faith in life,
we suggest that anthropology advances not only by vir-
tue of power of thought, but by its “impower”—that is,
“the impossibility of thinking that is thought” (Deleuze
[1989] 2005: 161). Insights into life do not merely orig-
inate in what we conventionally regard as the anthropol-
ogist’s intellect or determination, but from passion, eros,
the ability to be moved by something outside the self: the
so-called “divine” that is the very foundation of faith.
Conclusion

The “divine,” “divinity,” “God,” are words that are at
the center of the anthropology of religion. While these
are frequently treated as emic concepts that constitute
objects of study, they are rarely treated as active agents
in the production of anthropological knowledge (see
Mittermaier 2011; Schielke, n.d.). For some anthropol-
ogists, perhaps, it is simply assumed, with Nietzsche’s
famous phrase, that “God is dead”—and that therefore
it is no longer necessary to attend carefully to this con-
cept (cf. Fiorenza and Kaufman 1998: 136). But the di-
vine continues to have an enormous importance not only
to large numbers of religious believers, but also to a great
many theologians and philosophers (e.g., Milbank 1990;
Marion 1991; Derrida 2002). As argued by Robbins
(2006), concepts such as God and the divine offer ways
of speaking about the form of otherness that directs an-
thropological inquiry: an inquirywhich, aswe have pointed
out, can never simply be either a gathering of data from
informants or a product of our own intellectual mastery.
Attending to otherness in this radical sense implies an
acceptance of the condition for knowledge as something
that is “given” through what Kierkegaard calls a “leap of
faith.” As emphasized by Mittermaier’s (2012: 261) Sufi
dreamers in Cairo, Bubandt’s (2014) witches, Knud Ras-
mussen’s (1925) Inuit shaman, and the Siberian hunters
and Muslim patients and healers whom we ourselves en-
countered, knowledge depends not only on the actions
we take, but, equally importantly, on our ability to receive.

The forms of faith that we have discussed here appear
to be inseparable from existential uncertainty. When the
weight and pressure of the inexplicable are closing in on
us, it becomes impossible to stay secure in a consistent
worldview.We need suchmoments of existential anxiety,
because they produce the form of doubt that is essential if
one is to open oneself to new knowledge. Faith is not
about certainty or the elimination of doubt. Instead faith
is the exercise of holding these opposites in tension: not
by resolving them into a rational synthesis, but by main-
taining their incompatibility. “Letting go” in faith involves
embracing these tensions, which is what constitutes the
absurdity of the paradox. This is the anxiety-provoking
task of the religious person and the anthropologist alike.
This is why both embody paradox.

It follows that the task of the anthropologist is not re-
ally “taking things seriously” (Viveiros de Castro 2011),
but not taking things too seriously. Indeed, not taking
things too seriously, and especially not taking one’s own
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perspective too seriously, is often what our informants
would advise, especially with regard to such matters as
divine truth, faith, and religion (Lévi-Strauss [1963]
1993; Suhr 2013: 67; Willerslev 2013). Kierkegaard ar-
gued fiercely against the church as an institutionalization
of divine truth in much the same way as we need to hold
out against the desire of anthropological theory to ratio-
nally explain, grasp, and completely disclose the intracta-
ble mysteries of otherness. Anthropological insight, we
suggest, is received from a decidedly unprivileged posi-
tion in the face of the divine.
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Anthropologists have a problem with God

Anthropology has always been about radical otherness.
The discipline is about difference: we study what are not
our customs, not our morals, not our beliefs. The field
was born in the discovery that the expectations we took
to be universal were merely local. As Ruth Benedict
(1934) so compellingly put it, “normal” is never abso-
lute but always relative to some group’s understand-
ing of what is good. Back in the beginning, anthropolo-
gists set out to find societies that upended their own
expectations about marrying, parenting, inheriting, ac-
quiring, judging, ruling, and believing. Behind those
goals was always—at least in the beginning—the idea
that understanding these differences might lead us to a
better appreciation of our own expectations, and possibly
give us the ability to change them. Benedict’s explicit aim
in her famous essay on normal and abnormal was to re-
deem those deemedunregenerate in her ownmiddle-class
American world. “It does not matter what kind of ‘abnor-
mality’wechoose for illustration,” shewrote, “thosewhich
indicate extreme instability, or those which are more in
the nature of character traits like sadism or delusions of
grandeur or of persecution; there are well-described cul-
tures in which these abnormals function at ease and with
honor, and apparently without danger or difficulty to the
society” (1934: 60).

Of course that was never really the case with god,
even thoughmany of the most successful anthropologists
heory. Volume 8, number 1/2. DOI: http://dx.do
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of religion—E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Godfrey Lienhardt,
Mary Douglas, Victor Turner—were people of faith, as
Thomas Larsen points out in his remarkable book The
slain god (2014). To be sure, most of these anthropolo-
gists did not become Catholics because of their time in
the field. Even Evans-Pritchard’s conversion has an un-
easy relationship to his experience of the supernatural
in the field, and if his encounters with the witchcraft-
drenched Azande and cucumber-sacrificing Nuer moti-
vated his turn toward faith, the faith he chose was a con-
ventional one back home. While different mores about
marriage and medicine and money seem to have led an-
thropologists to argue for new and unconventional ways
of proceeding in their home world (think of Benedict’s
andMead’s arguments about sex and gender, Victor Tur-
ner’s discovery of the use of theatre in healing, Marshall
Sahlins’ account of abundance in egalitarianism), very
few anthropologists have argued (in print) that their ex-
perience in the field led them to imagine the supernatural
at home in new ways. (Edith Turner and Paul Stoller are
famous counterexamples; Janet McIntosh’s [2004] essay
on coming close to the brink and stepping back captures
the more common experience, although in her case ex-
ceptionally well.)

In fact, most anthropologists have insisted that God,
or the gods, cannot be understood anthropologically ex-
cept through an explicit decision to disavow the idea
that such beliefs might be true.Willerslev and Suhr cap-
ture this well. They quote Meyer Fortes:
i.org/10.1086/698408
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Being in part actors in their own religious systems,
theologians must believe. Whereas anthropologists . . .
cannot but be agnostic if they want to achieve objectiv-
ity . . . and objectivity, in the sense of analysis and de-
scription that are accepted as valid by reason . . . is,
surely, a sine qua non for all anthropological scholar-
ship. (1980: vii, emphasis in the original)
While all anthropologists study some society’s norms
of marrying, parenting, buying, ruling, and so forth,
from within a subject position they already occupy—
from within a largely heteronormative, binarily gen-
dered, democratic, neoliberal social world—they often
insist, like Fortes, that they cannot study religion from
a subject position of faith. They acknowledge and seek
to transcend the limits of heteronormativity, gender bi-
narism, and democratic neoliberalism. But while you
think that you cannot study Tallensi faith (for example)
as a deeply religious American Christian, they rarely ad-
vocate transcending the limits of Christianity by adopting
a foreign faith. We call this methodological atheism, and
we more or less demand it.

Yet god is the most radically other of radical other-
ness. Onemight think that exploring this othernessmight
be the greatest challenge any anthropologist could bring
to the everyday expectations of the world back home.
Why have we not done so?

The ontological turn might seem to be the place an-
thropologists have risen to this challenge of confronting
radical otherness. The early ontological writings cer-
tainly seemed as if they would. Eduardo Viveiros de
Castro, Morten Pederson, and Martin Holbraad wrote
fiery texts about the ways that most anthropologists ex-
amined the belief commitments of people like those in
Amazonia, Cuba, and Siberia. These ontologists argued
thatmost anthropologists treated such beliefs with scorn.
They argued that most anthropological observers pre-
sumed that suchbeliefsmust bewrong, or thatwe needed
to provide an account of why people held false under-
standings—and that view, the ontologists argued, was
driven by deep-seated colonialist impulses or a kind of
scientific imperialism. The point of the ontological turn
was to insist that we should abandon these presumptions
and decolonize anthropological thought. Willerslev and
Suhr quote Viveiros de Castro: “Anthropologists must
allow that ‘visions’ are not beliefs, nor consensual views,
but rather worlds seen objectively; not world views, but
worlds of vision” (2011: 133).
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But these ontological anthropologists have not
brought back observations from these local worlds in
order to reimagine their own. One strongly doubts that
Viveiros de Castro himself believes that women can be-
come jaguars (to borrow the famous example). Neither
Martin Holbraad nor Morten Pedersen has argued for
an ontological understanding of his own world that
seems different from the one he held before setting
out to do fieldwork. Instead, in the recent (and admira-
bly clear) summary of their position, they both ap-
pear to have pulled back from the claim that these other
beliefs are veridical accounts of reality. To the extent
that Holbraad and Pedersen (2017) accept these non-
European belief commitments (the woman became a
jaguar), they simply insist that these beliefs are veridical
to others—and that, as James Laidlaw (2012) so articu-
lately points out, leads us not into ontological confron-
tation but into epistemological relativism, the position
that anthropologists have always held.

Rane Willerslev and Christian Suhr make a different
intellectual move. They focus on moments that are in-
tellectually inexplicable from within an anthropolo-
gist’s secular worldview, and yet common in the lives
of many fieldworkers.

Willerslev and Suhr draw from these moments a dis-
ciplinary epistemology of uncertainty and openness.
They take the lesson that these events are the way that
anthropological insights are made—that it is the shock
of such moments that leads people trained into a cer-
tain worldview to break open into a different way of
seeing. Anthropology grows, they say, with the ability
to doubt what one knows, and through doubt, to change
what one imagines. “This personal commitment to ex-
istential transformation of the self is as essential to the
anthropological project as it was to Socrates” (73)

Here Willerslev and Suhr stop. They draw our atten-
tion to Lévi-Strauss’ decidedly peculiar assertion that
the myths he described wrote themselves through him
and insist that anthropological knowledge arises through
what Kirsten Hastrup (2010) called “raw moments”—
events that break through cognitive barriers of culturally
trained expectation with explosive force.

I think they should bemaking an even stronger claim.
To my mind, the powerful insight that arises out of the
encounter with an alien god—alien to the anthropol-
ogist, that is—is that the purpose of life itself can be imag-
ined differently as a result. We secular observers focus on
the concept of “god” as a claim to a kind of stuffness—
a real immateriality, a nature beyond ordinary nature (a
5.181.101 on August 06, 2018 07:35:37 AM
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supernature); perhaps, as George Eliot put it, the sound
on the other side of silence. We often miss the important
social fact that those of faith also take god to be radically
other, too, and as a result, are often more committed to
moral purpose than to supernatural reality. As an ob-
server of the faithful, I want to point out that the most
fundamental observation about faith is not that divine
stuff exists, but that moral purpose in the face of un-
certainty will change the world as we know it.

Faith is about seeing the world as it is and experienc-
ing it—to some extent—as the world as it should be.
Faith is about having trust that the world is good, safe,
and beautiful. The blunt fact that these commitments
are held in a world that is often brutal and unfair tells
us that faith is hard and requires effort. Belief in a just,
fair, good world is not some kind of mistake, not a de-
luded misconception that observers need to explain, but
the fundamental point of the faith commitment—re-
gardless of the supernatural nature of the divine. Faith
is about holding certain commitments front and center
in your understanding of reality even when the empiri-
cal facts seem to contradict them. That is why faith
takes work and why faith changes the faithful. It is also
why the encounter with the radical otherness of divinity
should be central to anthropology, because it encour-
ages the anthropologist to imagine how his or her own
world and own life could be fundamentally different.

I take this to be the main argument that Joel Robbins
(2006) makes in his answer to the question of what
anthropology can learn from theology. There are two
standard answers to that question, he tells us. One is
to explore the role of theological concepts in our basic
anthropological assumptions, as Webb Keane has done
by analyzing the role of Protestant ideas in anthropo-
logical ideas about agency. The other is to explore pos-
sible links between theological ideas that are embedded
in various Christian traditions and the emergence of
Christian concepts out of the societies that gave rise
to them, the way Susan Harding points out that funda-
mentalism only makes sense within a particular view of
language. The third and more powerful way Robbins
thinks that anthropology can learn from theology is
through envisioning a way to use cultural difference
to make meaningful change in the anthropologist’s own
world. These days, he suggests, we are remarkably cyni-
cal about learning from others about how to lead our
lives. We tend not to truly value other ways of being.
“The tropics as we portray them, wherever they happen
to be, have never been so triste and devoid of ontological
This content downloaded from 128.13
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otherness as they are right now.”Weare remarkablymo-
rose in our diagnoses of the essential problems in human
lives. “We have more and more resigned ourselves sim-
ply to serve as witnesses to the horror of the world”
(2006: 292).

To take the concept of god seriously as an anthro-
pologist is to take seriously what Jonathan Lear (2008)
has called the possibility of radical hope: that in the face
of the absence of any positive knowledge that hope can
be delivered, one still hopes. Lear used the phrase to de-
scribe the Crow Nation commitment to a viable future
in the aftermath of the annihilation of the tribe. Victor
Frankl (1959) used a similar concept in his account of
life in a death camp in the absence of any confidence
in a divine justice. One chooses to choose to move for-
ward and, in that choosing, creates moral purpose. It
was Frankl’s account of god.

The anthropological problem with god is that we
treat the belief in the supernatural stuff as the heart
of the matter. It is not. Far more central is the concept
of radical otherness and its concomitant commitment
that a sense of moral purpose can change the world as
it is into the world as it should be whether anything
empirical about that world changes at all. I am not
suggesting that we become people of faith. I am sug-
gesting that if as anthropologists we took our own un-
certainty about what is real seriously—as Willerslev
and Suhr suggest that we must—our confrontation
with radical otherness would alter our understanding
of the possible, our sense of moral purpose, and our
capacity to offer hope. That is the real ontological
challenge.
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A number of apparent claims that turn out to be red
herrings render Rane Willerslev and Christian Suhr’s
article curiously protean. But if these pseudotheses are
set aside, something interesting and potentially helpful
emerges. This article may be read, I suggest, as entailing
an anthropological theology according to which any
form of agency might mediate God or constitute divine
agency.

Once identified, this rethinking of agency in relation
to divinitymay furthermore speak to the aims and claims
of another anthropological theology—namely, Bruno
Latour’s (2013a: 295–325) rethinking of religion as a
“mode of existence” among the Moderns. Both of these
theological projects offer models of God as a paradox,
a Becoming-Being in which the antinomies of relation-
ism and essentialism converge: God is nothing but an
open-ended compositional flux eternally generated from
within by local relations of mediation and is therefore
also an always already transcendent essence.

But whereas Latour asserts that the beings of themode
of existence he calls “religion”may be distinguished from
all others by their “saving” works of calling persons into
being out of nothing-but-flux,Willerslev and Suhr’s char-
acterization of “disruptive experiences” during anthropo-
logical fieldwork as sites of “revelation” would seem to
imply that this excludes too many agents from divine
agency. The ethnographic examples they adduce as in-
heory. Volume 8, number 1/2. DOI: http://dx.do
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dices of divine intervention suggest that, among others,
the kinds of beings Latour analyzes as the beings of
“metamorphosis” may likewise mediate and generate
divinity, not only as saving grace but also as subjectivity-
disintegrating rupture. Brought together, these two ap-
proaches to anthropological theology begin to intimate,
I suggest, what it might look like to bring the Moderns
back into “diplomatic relations” with other collectives,
cocomposing, in Latour’s terms, a new intersection or
“crossing” between religion and metamorphosis able to
resist the violence of iconoclasm and antifetishism.

In order to stage such a potentially productive encoun-
ter between the anthropological theologies of Willerslev
and Suhr, on the one hand, and Latour, on the other, I
must first offer a few analytical observations about the
latter.

I understand Latour to be a relationist philosopher
(see Harman 2009). For him, every kind of thing is a
relational composition, and there are no a priori essences.
Yet Latour’s thinking goes beyond relations and gives
essences their ontological due as well. Latour (2013a:
259–81) argues that relationally constituted entities ac-
quire essences owing to the mode of existence he calls
“habit.” It is habit that gives things their cumulative
character as they negotiate the vicissitudes of discontin-
uous relational becoming over time. Essence builds up
over the duration of any kind of entity, making it the
i.org/10.1086/698409
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distinctive, nonrepeatable thing that it is, however com-
posed of or composing of other entities it may be. Such
essences are inseparable from the relations that grow
them, and vice versa.

As a Modern, I can readily grasp the nature of rela-
tionally constituted essences when I contemplate the
beings of the mode of existence Latour calls “reproduc-
tion,” such as a human being whose cellular and other
subcutaneous networks of composition are changing all
the time yet whose subjectivity and appearance remain
relatively stable until dementia or death breaks them
down. What is arguably harder to apprehend, however,
yet crucial to Latour’s project, is his claim that the beings
of religion—including but not limited to the being some
might choose to call God—are no less relationally con-
stituted essences than the beings of other modes; they
are simply composed under very different conditions
by very different networks of translation and media-
tion.

Latour has long sought to renew religion (explicitly
identified with Christianity) for the Moderns by redi-
recting it away from misguided efforts to compete with
science in the quest to access remote beings through
chains of reference and toward the delicate task of in-
dividuating and hallowing beings close at hand (includ-
ing, perhaps, nonhumans; see Latour 2009, 2013b). If
habit already renders essences coeval with the relations
that compose them, religion, according to Latour, en-
dows beings as habit-based essences with yet another
layer of definition—with soul, saved here and now in
an ever-present eschatological fulfillment. But the bearer
of this salvation is no radically transcendent deity made
immediately present. Salvation is always worked out lo-
cally whenever one neighbor precipitates and seals an-
other with the ancient affirmations: “Behold! I am here
with you!” “Fear not! Rejoice!” (or prelinguistic vibra-
tions to that effect). For Latour, there is no question of
a preexistent God apart from these mediating agencies
and the irreducible complexity of becoming in which
they participate. Like every other kind of entity, God ac-
quires an essence only by virtue of the myriad relations
that generate divinity as saving presence. All of that said,
however, it might well be argued that, once framed as
eternal, this process itself obviates the distinction be-
tween a transcendent and a relational divine essence. If
compositional becoming is conceptualized as unbegun,
and if the capacity to mediate salvific divine presence is
reckoned to nonhuman agents, then perhaps there never
was when God was not.
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But what of the beings that allegedly do precisely the
opposite, the beings of the mode of existence Latour
(2013a: 181–205) calls “metamorphosis”? These transfor-
mational beings, Latour says, assail and rupture habit-
based essences at random, casting fragile subjectivities
into crisis, hijacking their trajectories, causing them to
sicken or gomad, or even arresting their becomings alto-
gether in death. The Moderns, Latour explains, have
largely internalized and psychologized these beings, but
other collectives continue to generate and often venerate
them as agents whose dangerous powers may sometimes
be elicited as helpful. Latour (183) laments that, in their
past dealings with other collectives, the Moderns have
tended to construct a crossing between metamorphosis
and religion that pits the beings of these twomodes against
each other. Posited as messengers of the one true God,
the beings of religion can only ever oppose the beings of
metamorphosis as idolaters and their idols, fallen an-
gels, or other rebellious entities.

Yet Latour himself seems to want to keep these two
kinds of beings separate from one another in ways that
render a posticonoclastic metamorphosis–religion cross-
ing difficult to picture. Latour insists that, although the
beings of metamorphosis may be enlisted for good, espe-
cially for healing, they remain fundamentally amoral
and indiscriminate, using and diffusing others merely
as leverage for their own wild leaps of transformation.
In contrast, he claims, the beings of religion alone offer
themselves as leverage for the assumption of others to se-
cure personhood.How can this clearly evaluative criterion
of differentiation not reproduce the old metamorphosis–
religion crossing as iconoclasm, replete with its evil im-
pulse to purge the world of evil?

Willerslev and Suhr’s contribution to anthropologi-
cal theology may provide resources for thinking about
this question, but only once it is determined what the
article is chiefly about. At several points, the authors
seem to present as their core claim the idea that anthro-
pological insights are best achieved when “disruptive
experiences” push the anthropologist to the limits of his
or her reason, inducing a Kierkegaardian “leap of faith”
into “a deeply insecure, paradoxical state of being,” or
“existential uncertainty” (66). They furthermore seem
to want to demonstrate that the primary insight thus
gained is that non-Western others, who may justifiably
be said to have beliefs, dwell in this same existential
doubt, uncertain about the premises of their own on-
tologies and cosmologies and about why things are
the way they are. These lines of argumentation clearly
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respond to the ontological turn—understood as a trans-
formation of the problem of “apparently irrational be-
liefs” (see Scott 2013)—and form part of a retreat from
and contamination of the concept of ontology as alleg-
edly implying a perfect rational order.

I contend, however, that, by the end, this article
comes to be about something different and more inter-
esting. It turns out to be about disruptive experiences
that bring the anthropologist to the limits—not of rea-
son, per se—but of self-willed intentional agency as a
means to moral transformation as well as cognitive in-
sight, necessitating a leap of faith in a divine agency ca-
pable of effecting these desired changes. This theme be-
gins to come to the fore in the section on Socrates and
has taken over by the conclusion: “Knowledge depends
not only on the actions we take, but equally importantly,
on our ability to receive” (74).

This agenda for anthropology as theology is, in other
words, a transformation of Christian pietism, filtered
through Kierkegaard and augmented by Amira Mitter-
maier’s passion-centered analysis of Sufi dream visionar-
ies (on Kierkegaard and pietism, see Barnett 2011). Recall
that, for Kierkegaard ([1849] 1989: 115), the opposite of
faith is not reason, but sin—disobedience, the will to au-
tonomous self-mastery apart from God. Pietism, like its
many descendant holiness practices within Christianity,
is all about surrendering self-will and agency and under-
going a passion of the soul—being acted upon by God,
whose grace alone is sufficient for faith and regeneration.
(Islam can entail this struggle as well, cf. Mittermaier
2012.) Transposed into the register of anthropology,
this tradition becomes the surrender of agency—in the
form of intentional self-governed ethnographic analy-
ses—in favor of disruptive experiences through which
divine intervention may bestow a higher wisdom that
somehow becomes a lived practice, a moral revolution
of the self and its daily engagement with others. (On Soc-
rates as a “philosophical icon” among pietists, see Barnett
2011: 101.)

It is at this point, arguably, thatWillerslev and Suhr’s
project begins both to intersect with and diverge from
Latour’s in thought-provoking ways. Like Latour’s be-
ings of religion, the thing Willerslev and Suhr call God
or divinity appears to be a relationally composed essence,
a transcendence generated and made present by many
mediators closer at hand. Remarkably, however, unlike
themediators in Latour’smode of religion, themediators
described here bear little relation to the Christian tradi-
tion. For Willerslev and Suhr, it seems, there is no limit
This content downloaded from 128.13
All use subject to University of Chicago Press Terms 
to what might turn out to be divinity calling. Entities as
diverse as a moose cow and calf appearing in human
form as dream visitors, demonic jinn in possession of a
devout Muslim, the visionary dreams of Sufi practition-
ers, fieldwork consultants in general, Socrates’ famous
“daimon,” the operations of myth in the mind of Lévi-
Strauss—indeed, hidden aspects of the self, such as the
unconscious—can render themystery of divinity present
and unsettling to the self. God is Other, but also poten-
tially all others, even self: “One’s own agency becomes in-
distinguishable from action on the part of the divine”
(Howland 2008: 5, quoted in Willerslev and Suhr). Here
we are moving toward anthropology as mysticism.

The diverse entities Willerslev and Suhr present as
agents of divine revelationmight, on that account alone,
seem to qualify as beings of religion in Latour’s terms,
save for the fact that they do not necessarily save in
Latour’s terms. In Latour’s terms, these alleged bearers
of divine presence look, in fact, like beings of metamor-
phosis—beings that discompose, disorient, derange, dis-
place, and desubjectivize those who encounter them. As
analyzed by Willerslev and Suhr, in other words, these
entities challenge Latour’s criteria for classifying the
beings of religion as separate from the beings of meta-
morphosis and seem to urge the conclusion that the
predicates “being of religion” and “being of metamor-
phosis” can both be true of the same agent.

Willerslev and Suhr have, in effect, formulated a new
anthropological version of Martin Luther’s doctrine of
the Deus absconditus (the hidden and unknowable God),
or the more popular notion that evil, suffering, and even
destructive personal agents such as Satan constitute and
serve the work of the “left hand of God.” Contrary to La-
tour’s accounts, the beings of religion are not always edify-
ing to the subject; sometimes they are simultaneously
the beings of metamorphosis, tearing down the subject
in order to remake it again, disabusing it of its preten-
tions to autonomy before restoring it as a gift.

Might this recognition that the beings of religion
among the Moderns can also be beings of metamor-
phosis aid diplomatic relations between the Moderns
and other collectives? Could the anthropological pie-
tism developed by Willerslev and Suhr help to stage a
new metamorphosis–religion crossing without need
of either antipagan or antibiblical polemics? Or would
such a crossing likely lead to a category error, the mis-
taken amalgamation of distinct kinds of beings? Would
something important thus be lost to the cocomposition
of the pluriverse? These are not new debates in the-
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ology, but their translation and transformation into an-
thropological discourses may yet prove revelatory.
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Willerslev and Suhr’s text is a renewed warrant for the
methodological recognition that anthropologists of re-
ligion often experience revelatory, transformative, and
disruptive events during fieldwork. A catalogue of mys-
tical encounters—resembling what Apter has recently
dubbed the “ethnographic X-files” (2017: 297)—is pro-
vided: for instance, Evans-Pritchard’s unidentified night-
time lights, Bubandt’s disconcerting rooftop dog,Willer-
slev’s prophetic dream, and Suhr’s whispering djinn. It
would be easy to list further examples (e.g., Desjarlais
1992; Young and Goulet 1994; Jacobs 2002), and it is
clear that a widespread phenomenon is receiving system-
atic attention here. As privileged drivers for novel anthro-
pological insights, these experiences suffuse the scholarly
core of the discipline with remarkable and perhaps unique
generative force. The primary deficit of Willerslev and
Suhr’s otherwise excellent article, we will show, is their
omission of examples that testify to the absence of the
divine, felt by both interlocutors and anthropologists.

In certain respects, as the authors point out, their ar-
guments are indebted to earlier calls for a dismantling of
the disciplinary taboo against a methodological posture
of radical participation, self-effacement, and existential
transformation—frequently glossed as “going native”
(e.g., Turner 1993; Ewing 1994; Fabian 2000). However,
they seize on the significant fact that encounters with the
divine are often doubt-ridden or even incomprehensi-
ble, echoing recent critics of the ontological turn (e.g.,
Graeber 2015), and new anthropological scholarship on
heory. Volume 8, number 1/2. DOI: http://dx.do
Theory. All rights reserved. 2575-1433/2018/081
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doubt (e.g., Blanes & Oustinova-Stjepanovic 2015; Pelk-
mans 2013; Haynes, forthcoming). In other words, the
origin and meaning of disruptive experiences—whether
in the form of prophetic dreams or manipulative whis-
pers—are at times perceived by interlocutors as “inher-
ently unknowable” (Graeber 2015: 28), foreclosing any
recourse to the stable and coherent ontology implied
by the problematic adage of the “native’s point of view.”
The inexplicable nature of such events, Willerslev and
Suhr contend, is an index of absolute Kierkegaardian
paradoxes, provoking questions that “understanding
cannot answer,” and producing “a type of existential un-
certainty that belongs neither to oneself nor to the eth-
nographic other, but subsumes them both” (72).

Graeber has suggested that the ethnographic record is
probably just as ripe with skepticism as it is with revela-
tion, even if it is a kind of doubt that rarely breaks the
game: “the aura of at least potential disbelief,” as he puts
it (2001: 243). Thus, specific hail charms and curers can
be branded fraudulent, but such scrutiny tends to “leave
the main belief in the prophetic and therapeutic powers
of witch-doctors unimpaired” (Evans-Pritchard [1937]
1976: 107; see Lévi-Strauss 1963; Taussig [1998] 2016).
Of course, there are also examples of more thorough-
going disavowal and detachment (e.g., Radin 1927,
1953; Goody 1996). The skepticism that Graeber and
others identify is, at least in part, tied to the potential
for magical failure and ineptitude—as Bialecki puts it,
the divine might exist “as much under erasure as it does
i.org/10.1086/698410
2-0012$10.00
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as a presence ethnographically” (2014: 43). The analyti-
cal value of taking failure seriously is demonstrated by
Oustinova-Stjepanovic’s recent study of a Sufi order in
Macedonia and the felt incapacity of its adherents, in
spite of attempts at reflexive self-discipline, to experi-
ence spiritually charged rituals: “‘Why are we so inept?’
(Zashto nas ne biva?),” they ask themselves (2017: 338).
There aremany other examples of spiritual and prophetic
deficit (e.g., Festinger, Riecken, and Schachter 1956; Ken-
dall 1996; Laderman 1996; Lewis 2000; Kravel-Tovi 2009).
In line with Graeber’s contention that the critical skep-
ticism of interlocutors is often “simply left out of eth-
nographic accounts” (2015: 11), Oustinova-Stjepanovic
charts the default conjectures of anthropological theory
that engender an analytical predilection to “discount fail-
ure and ineptitude as an ‘aberration’” (2017: 339).

It seems only reasonable to expect that many anthro-
pologists will share the trials and shortcomings of their
informants. Stoller once proposed that anthropologists
of shamanism are especially liable to “experience some-
thing so extraordinary that they find no reasonable ex-
planation” (1984: 93), but it took one anthropologist-
turned-practitioner eighteen years of San Pedro-fueled
ceremonies to finally share the visions of her fellow ad-
herents (Glass-Coffin 2010). Bialecki’s insightful remarks
are again helpful here: “There is a problematic aspect to
any encounter with divinity; even a theist can acknowl-
edge that contact with the divine is in no way guaran-
teed” (2017: 205).

In fact, there is now a modest body of confessional
texts by anthropologists describing their own spiritual
failures. Morton reflects on “two instances of [his]
secular-rationalist embarrassment in the presence of
divine revelation” (2013: 235): the first occurred during
a lecture when a Cook Islander student had a vision of
Morton being transformed into a venerable Aboriginal
elder, and the second event took place during his field-
work in New South Wales, when he was chased from a
forbidden sacred site by an unseen creature (242). He
found himself incapable of sharing the sense of mystical
depth and revelation expressed by his student and in-
formants, citing his “anthropological lack of grace”
(245). Kahn, in a similar tone, describes himself as a
“poster boy for modern secular selfhood,” and reports
feeling a visceral unease when his interlocutors detail
personal incidents of telepathy, healing powers, rebirth,
or palm-reading—phenomena that he calls “radically
other to secular experience” (2011: 78). Blanes, reflect-
ing on his fieldwork in Pentecostal churches in Lisbon
This content downloaded from 128.13
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and Madrid as “someone who was unwilling either to
‘go native’ or, on the other hand, conceal his atheism”
(2006: 225), also describes feelings of anxiety and em-
barrassment when participating in intensive rituals
(231). He writes: “In order to ‘live in Christ’ I had to
be ‘touched by God’—something that is felt in a bodily
manner and not rationalised but . . . I had felt nothing
so far. I hadn’t been anointed by God’s grace” (229). In
Papua New Guinea, when an Urapmin informant sug-
gested that Robbins was “starting to ‘receive’ the Holy
Spirit,” he strongly protested (2015: 124).

In contrast, Suhr describes an example of djinn pos-
session in Denmark, and he reports hearing manipula-
tive whispers. Oustinova-Stjepanovic, in a not too dis-
similar case, was herself diagnosed with possession by
a male Sufi dervish in Macedonia, which involved “be-
ing subjected tomanhandling and physical scrutiny dur-
ing the search for a djinn or spots where evil forces could
have hit” (2015: 127). Her physical and emotional dis-
comfort during the exorcism left little room for Wil-
lerslev and Suhr’s appeal to “accept the impossibility
of understanding the power of God in healing” (70).
Reflecting on her experience, she arrives at the crucial in-
sight that what is at stake for many atheist anthropolo-
gists is not methodological atheism, a strategy she rejects
(2015: 115–16). Instead, “dispositional atheism,” deeply
felt sensory aptitudes or sensibilities, sets the limits of
her participation (129). This is a helpful way of thinking
about the experiences reported by many atheist anthro-
pologists, such as Kahn, Morton, and Blanes—and all
of themwrite againstBerger’s (1967) version ofmethod-
ological atheism: for Kahn, it is a violent “ethnocentric
exercise” (2011: 82); for Blanes, it is inimical to the rec-
ognition of spirits (Blanes and Espírito Santo 2014); Bia-
lecki, who describes himself as “in effect an atheist,” re-
works it to frame God as an agent in the world (2014:
33); Morton (2013) favors the cross-pollination of an-
thropology and theology, and, perhaps surprisingly, reads
Durkheim as theology; and the list goes on (see Apter
2017). These accounts give a far more accurate picture
of how the anthropology of religion looks today com-
pared to what Fortes once wrote about objectivity and
reason (1980: vii).Willerslev and Suhr argue that Berger’s
variant of methodological atheism still occupies the posi-
tion of a guarded doctrine, but it is obvious that there are
considerable limits to that claim.

What mightWillerslev and Suhr’s article tell us about
the “return of theology” in anthropology? Engelke’s ex-
position of Philip Blond’s theology is instructive here,
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not least given the fact that Blond was trained by Mil-
bank, the lead advocate for Radical Orthodoxy and the
author of that lauded title Theology and social theory
(Milbank 1990), which Robbins (2006) introduced as
an exemplar to showcase the productive potential of the-
ology. “There is no such thing as a secular realm,”writes
Blond (1999: 235), “a part of the world that can be ele-
vated above God and explained and investigated apart
from Him.” For all their qualms about the analytical cul-
de-sac of humanist models of univocal sameness, post-
secular theorists are often just as predictable: secularity
is reimagined as a fraudulent Christian masquerade,
reason is faith (or faith’s end, or faith’s origin—deal-
er’s choice), and the notion of a nontheological reality
is considered just as preposterous as a nonpolitical one
(Engelke 2015: 136–37). Once the “secular episteme” is
unmasked as “post-Christian paganism” (Milbank 1990:
280), a project of radical remaking is warranted: “The
very language of politics, as well as that of culture—
and thus the very terms of the secular in which they op-
erate—have to be reconfigured at the ontological level”
(Engelke 2010). This project is mirrored in Fountain’s
(2013) call for a remodeled anthropology, or “anthro-
theology.” But if, as we have shown, secularity is not re-
ducible to intellectual precepts that are ostensibly in-
debted to Christian antecedents, but exists also in the
form of dispositions and sensibilities, then the “return
of theology” demands more than a reconfiguration of
theoretical languages—it calls for the reconfiguration
of selves, or what Willerslev and Suhr call a “personal
commitment to existential transformation of the self ”
(73). The undertaking of such a project is unlikely to
ameliorate the absence of the divine.
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What is the relation between religious faith and the
kinds of knowledge that anthropologists produce? We
began writing our article more than four years ago as
an attempt to find possible answers to this question.
We shared an urge to deal theoretically with somewhat
strange experiences of a religious or spiritual nature that
had occurred during our fieldworks and that have had
significant impact on our ways of thinking, yet were
hard to come to grips with or conceptually contain. Ini-
tially the so-called “ontological turn” offered an invita-
tion to take such experiences seriously and not to simply
turn away from them as matter out of place. Yet eventu-
ally “ontologizing” such encounters with intractable other-
ness—what we in our article have called the divine—
was unsatisfying, in the end appearing to be just another
way of conceptually taming it.

We began by scrutinizing the anthropological litera-
ture, which is saturated with examples of anthropologists
who have had their ways of understanding the world al-
tered in epistemic, existential, ontological, ormoral terms
through such encounters (see, e.g., Evans-Pritchard 1970;
Stoller 1984; E. Turner 2006). As pointed out by Jacob
Copeman and John Hagström, our article might indeed
be seen as a contribution to what Andrew Apter (2017)
has adequately called the “ethnographic X-files.”

After submitting a first version of the article in 2014,
we received supportive reviews as well as criticisms, the
latter arguing that what we had presented was in fact
heory. Volume 8, number 1/2. DOI: http://dx.do
Theory. All rights reserved. 2575-1433/2018/081
directly antithetical to the project of anthropology. Af-
ter several revisions, we arrived at the current version.
The comments that we have now received appear to be
divided between (1) Copeman and Hagström’s request
for us to moderate the scope of our argument by taking
into account the experiences of anthropologists who
encounter, not the divine, but the absence of the divine
during fieldwork, or for whom the divine is not at all
relevant; and (2) Michael Scott and Tanya Luhrmann’s
requests for us to make an even stronger argument by
considering how the confrontation with disruptive ex-
periences of otherness might crucially alter and enable
a renewed sense of moral purpose and hope. We are
grateful for these comments and for the opportunity
to have this conversation. It lies in the continuation
of old anthropological and theological debates, which
surely will not come to a conclusion in any foreseeable
future.

Let us first address the question raised by Copeman
and Hagström. In our article we have limited ourselves
to a number of anthropologists for whom the encounter
with strange phenomena that might be encapsulated as
divine left them in doubt about their own previous con-
victions. For the anthropologists discussed by Copeman
and Hagström who felt unable to take on what they be-
lieved to be the convictions of their informants, wewould
still argue that the unsettling effect of these encounters
appears to have been profound. Our article is not about
i.org/10.1086/698411
2-0013$10.00
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whether one decides to “go native” (E. Turner 2006),
convert to Catholicism (Evans-Pritchard 1970), or em-
brace atheism.What we are concernedwith is the impact
of suchmoments of disruption on the creation of anthro-
pological knowledge: moments that might leave the field-
worker in deep doubt, astonishment, and wonder (see
also Taussig 2011; da Col 2013; Scott 2013). Attempting
to understand how other people inhabit the world, to
analyze and write about it in the face of such unsettling
encounters with otherness, makes anthropological think-
ing akin to religious faith. Hence, we argue, along with a
number of recent contributions (e.g., Robbins 2006; Lar-
sen 2014; Bielo 2018; Bialecki, in press), that the relation-
ship between theology and anthropology might be closer
than is usually acknowledged.

From our fieldwork we could have recounted a num-
ber of experiences of being unable to connect with the ap-
parent convictions and religious practices of the people
we have worked with, moments that might indeed be de-
scribed with Galina Oustinova-Stjepanovic’s (2015: 129)
concept of “dispositional atheism.” During recent field-
work in northern Uganda, Willerslev and his colleague
Lotte Meinert observed with great skepticism two healers
removing shells from the back of a patient (see also Lévi-
Strauss [1963] 1993). The two anthropologists, although
they tried to take the ritual actions seriously, simply saw
it as trickery, while the local participants apparently expe-
rienced a healing. Equally skeptical, Suhr on several occa-
sions attempted to oppose the transgressive exorcisms
of patients, urging them instead to seek psychiatric help.
Discussing his inability to adequately perceive and under-
stand the workings of religious practices of healing, he
was referred to a saying by Abu Bakr—the Prophet’s
father-in-law—namely that “the incapacity to attain per-
ception is itself perception.”

The saying points to a possible shared ground between
so-called “people of faith” and people who we might
think do not have faith (see also Suhr 2015; Oustinova-
Stjepanovic 2017). In the anthropological literature, reli-
gious faith is sometimes understood as a mode of episte-
mic certainty. Our argument is based on the observation
that (1) such certainties are often obstacles to religious ex-
perience rather than part of it, and that (2) such certain-
ties are sometimes obstacles to anthropological knowl-
edge as well.

In our article we reference a number of anthropolo-
gists—some self-identifying converts, some not—who
all seem to share unsettling experiences that shook their
certainties and opened them up to a different perception
of reality. We have tried to make sense of this peculiar
and fragile foundation of anthropological knowledge
through Søren Kierkegaard’s ([1843] 2005: 51–55) con-
cept of faith—a mode of knowing that involves two
movements. First, there is the resignation from what
one thinks one knows, and from what Scott conceptu-
alizes as self-willed intentional agency. And secondly,
there is the leap in which the anthropologist or the re-
ligious believer steps back into the world, acts in it, tries
to understand it, perhaps even writes about it, yet does
so in acute awareness of the impossibility of fully know-
ing and effectively acting in the world. As Luhrmann
points out, faith in this sense involves recognizing the
unknowable and unreliable character of the world,
while at the same time trying to experience and address
the world as it could or should be.

As both Luhrmann and Scott point out, there are
moral and ethical implications to this argument. For Em-
manuel Levinas ([1961] 1979), the face-to-face encoun-
ter with the inaccessible and irreducible otherness of an-
other human being also has an existential dimension.
The face of the other reveals our vulnerability and our
powerlessness. This is made clear by Levinas in his de-
scription of the ethical impossibility of murdering al-
terity: “The Other . . . marks the end of powers. If I
can no longer have power over him it is because he over-
flows absolutely every idea I can have of him” (87). In the
mutual recognition of otherness, anthropologists and
those with whom they work might also find themselves
in a situation akin to what Victor Turner (1967: 95)
has described as communitas, sharing the mysterious ex-
periences of another Other that encompasses them both
and through which, as Luhrmann points out, “the pur-
pose of life itself can be imagined differently” (80; see
also Mittermaier 2012).

What we have done is point to an affinity between
the ways in which anthropological insights and religious
faith may emerge. Even if we have specifically focused on
anthropologists who have studied a range of religious,
magical, or spiritual practices, we argue that such unset-
tling experiences may be equally important to anthropo-
logical studies of other aspects of human life.

Copeman and Hagström finish their rejoinder by ob-
serving how a “return to theology” would entail more
than just theoretical elaboration, but also a personal com-
mitment to existential transformation, including the cul-
tivation of sensibilities and dispositions that would allow
an openness toward the possibility of such a relationship
between anthropology and theology. Yet they add: “The
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undertaking of such a project is unlikely to ameliorate the
absence of the divine” (89).While we agreewith their first
point, we do not find the second point to be the most
pressing concern for our discipline, which, as Luhrmann
points out, still has great difficulties relating to God, the
divine, and what she defines as “the most radically other
of radical otherness” (80).

The work of scholars such as Talal Asad (2003),
Charles Hirschkind (2011), and the late Saba Mahmood
(2015) is relevant to consider in this regard. In her last
book, Mahmood (2015: 11) examined how political secu-
larism by no means can be taken as the solution to reli-
gious strife. In the context of Egypt, Mahmood demon-
strated how, on the contrary, secularism has intensified
religious difference and contributed to a worsening of in-
terreligious tensions. Building upon these insights, we
have pointed out that despite the ways in which religion
has come to be understood in opposition to the secular
and to science, and despite the ways in which different re-
ligious traditions are often and perhaps increasingly un-
derstood in opposition to one another, many of these dis-
tinctions are founded on weak essentialized notions of
difference. However, these ideas of difference may be dif-
ficult to escape, as Scott makes clear in relation to Bruno
Latour’s distinction between so-called “Moderns” and
“other collectives.” We agree with Scott that a problem
with Latour’s analysis of “the beings of metamorphosis”
and “the beings of religion” is that it risks reproducing
the very dichotomy that it attempts to destabilize. The
same is the case for Latour’s (2002: 17) distinction be-
tween so-called “idol-haters” and “friends of interpretable
objects.”

Our coreading of experiences and encounters among
neo-orthodox Danish Muslims, Egyptian Sufis, Siberian
animists, Protestant theologians, and anthropologists
and philosophers of various religious or nonreligious
convictions does not fit within these distinctions. The
differences and similarities between shamans in Siberia
and Muslim exorcists in Denmark are as pronounced
and relevant as those between what might be conceptu-
alized as Moderns and non-Moderns, Westerners and
non-Westerners, idol-haters and idol-makers.

The Muslim community with whom Suhr conducted
his research is in Danish media stamped as a hub of
blind believers and radical Islamists. Yet as described in
the article, for these people doubt was crucial as the con-
dition for submission in faith to the healing of God. A
similar pattern was seen in the utmost care that psychia-
trists and nurses took in tying psychotropic agents to
medical procedures and psychoeducation that for many
Muslim patients were experienced as highly disruptive,
but which according to the psychiatrists would eventually
ensure compliance with the psychotropic treatments and
enhance the placebo effect (see alsoHarrington 2000; van
der Geest 2005). In a world in which people, including
anthropologists, often appear to reify the boundaries be-
tween diverse religious and cultural identities, there is
value in highlighting how certain concerns and experi-
ences do appear to be shared across religious, nonreli-
gious, secular, and scholarly traditions.

In our article we have attempted to show how the dis-
ruption of what Scott encapsulates as self-willed inten-
tional agency—the moment at which anthropologists
lose their analytical grip in the encounter with the other-
ness of the world—is of crucial importance to the devel-
opment of anthropological knowledge. Yet a question we
have not discussed so far is whether our representational
formats are adequate for communicating such insights,
which in our view are akin to religious faith. In previous
work we have explored the use of montage in anthropo-
logical film, exhibition-making, and nonlinear modes
of writing that allow for a loosening of the anthropolo-
gist’s authorial control and the perseverance of irreduc-
ible otherness at the heart of analysis (Suhr andWillerslev
2012, 2013). AsOustinova-Stjepanovic (2017: 350) points
out, much anthropological scholarship is inadvertently
privileging specific ideals of “action-orientated agency”
that “postulates human lives in linear terms of cause
and effect, impact and outcome.”The question is whether
this understanding of what goes on in human lives is also
a result of the particularmodalities of academicwriting—
of the aesthetics of how anthropologists may assert them-
selves as authors—along with the accompanying de-
mands for autonomy and intellectual mastery that leave
little room for the kind of enigmatic otherness that we
in our article have referred to as the divine.
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